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Natural language understanding (NLU) is a hot pot for multidiscipline. There 
are many foundational problems to be resolved for the extension from characters, 
words and sentences processing to discourse understanding. Hereinto, the 
understanding of similes is an important issue in mining the implicit information 
from a discourse. 
Classification is a foundation for any discipline. In the society of Chinese 
linguistics, the methods for conceptual simile classification are fulfilled with 
dispute. As for natural language understanding, a more precise and uniform 
classification in mathematic view is needed. So, we must have a method to 
formulize similes. Formulization for a simile sentence will be useful for us to 
understand the nature and characteristics of metaphor. In this thesis, based on 
machine understanding, a new method of classification for Chinese similes is 
proposed. The method focuses on finding the static rules from the dynamic simile 
phenomena. The syntax knowledge and semantic information are used to realize 
the filter between similes and non-similes, and the main aim is to construct a set 
of characteristics, which is available for computer, and the idea for identification, 
and understanding rule of similes. 
The outline for the thesis is follow. First, the classical simile classification for 
Chinese is surveyed and reviewed. The main deficiency in the classical method is 
the miscellaneous kinds and various standards. And a new standard suitable for 
machine understanding is established for Chinese simile identification and 
classification, which also absorbs the reasonable experience from classical 















static view, and a formal classification for various simile phenomena are also 
analyzed through combining the syntax knowledge and semantic information. At 
the end, according to the classification architecture established in previous 
chapters, to use it for simile identification and understanding, a preliminary 
method and rule is discussed. It provides an objective basis for machine 
understanding of similes, and it can also be viewed as a foundation for further 
research of simile understanding and even discourse understanding. 
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域。20 世纪 40 年代末期，为了满足人们期望利用计算机翻译剧增的科技资








































































































































































































































































































（《小说月报》1924年 15卷 9号）、郑石君《说譬喻》（《中央日报》文史 1期，
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